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In the present paper the peculiarities of schlieren textures of lyotropic
nematic mesophases have been investigated by polythermic polarization mi-
croscopy and capillary temperature wedge methods. The lyotropic nematic-
-calamitics (Nc) and lyotropic nematic-discotics (Nd) formed in binary and
ternary systems on the base of tetradecyldimethyl amino bromide and tetra-
decyldimethyl amino oxide have been the subjects of our investigations. The
dynamics of time and temperature transformations of schlieren textures have
been studied. The comparative estimation of schlieren textures of Nc and
Nd mesophases has been performed. The optical force and optical sign of
the schlieren textures observed have been determined.

PACS numbers: 42.70.Df, 82.70.—y, 82.70.Dd

1. Introduction 
One of the main peculiarities of liquid crystals is their high sensitivity to

different external effects. In particular, hydrodynamic flows, deformations, differ-
ent surfaces affect the micro- and macroscopic properties of liquid crystals. The,
variation of the above properties has an effect on the character of the liquid crys-
tal texture. Among these textures, of great interest are the textures attributed to
the disturbance of optical continuity of liquid-crystalline mesophase. The optical
continuity disturbances, i.e. the breaking of the field of the vector-director n, are 
due to different types of defects. In liquid crystals the defects often appear as
a result of inhomogeneity of supporting surfaces, effects of mechanical inclusions
and mechanical deformations. The above defects can also occur during the melting
process of mesogene from the crystalline state to the mesophase, at the applied
electric and magnetic fields, and with the temperature gradients. In this case, the
defects in liquid crystals differ from those in solid crystals by the fact that they can
be observed and their peculiarities can be investigated by polarization-microscopy
technique.

In the present paper the configuration of textures with different optical sign
and different disclinations of strength has been studied by polythermic polariza-
tion microscopy and capillary temperature wedge methods and using the optical
mapping technique.
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2. Samples, methods and theory

2.1. Samples

In the present paper, the subjects of our investigations were the lyotropic
mesophases of nematic-calamitic (Nc) and nematic-discotic (Nd). The structural
units of N, and Nd mesophases are rod-like (Fig. la) and disk-like (Fig. 1b) mi-
celles, respectively. Both nematic mesophases are uniaxial and are characterized
by the long-range orientation order. The investigation carried out in N, and Nd
mesophases oriented by shift deformation have shown that the uniaxial mesophases
N, and Nd are, respectively, optically positive and negative. This is attributed to
the fact that the amphiphile molecules in micelles of the mesophase N, are located
perpendicularly to the vector-director coinciding with the direction of the long
axes of rod-like micelles. However, in micelles of the mesophase Nd the amphiphile
molecules are located parallel to the vector-director which is perpendicular to the
plane of disk-like micelles.

Fig. 1.  Schematical appearance of nematic-calamitic (a) and nematic-discotic (b)
mesophases.

The mesophase N, was obtained in binary tetradecyldimethyl amino bro-
mide (TDDABr)+water and tetradecyldimethyl amino oxide (TDDAO)+water
systems, while the mesophase Nd was obtained. in ternary TDDABr + water +
decanol and TDDAO + water + decanol systems. The phase diagrams of lya tropic
systems based on TDDABr and TDDAO are shown in Refs. [1, 2]. The amphiphile
substance and decanol were obtained from Merck AG. The water used as solvent
was twice distilled with a simultaneous deionization.

The .samples studied are the plane capillaries in the form of sandwich-cell.
The layer thickness of the liquid crystals was prescribed by the mylar films and
was 20 µm.

2.2. Investigation methods

The investigations of morphological properties and peculiarities of schlieren
textures of N, and Nd mesophases were carried out by polythermic polarization
microscopy and methods' of the crystallophysics using the Olympus BX-P polar-
ization microscope and a microphotographical system. A disclination of strength
and the optical sign of disclinations round the singular points were studied by
means of optical mapping technique [3, 4]. Investigation of the temperature varia-
tions of lyotropic nematic mesophase textures in the lyotropic nematic -> isotropic 
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liquid phase transition region and determination of the phase transition temper-
atures were made using the capillary temperature wedge described previously in
Refs. [5, 6].

2.3. Theory

In liquid crystals the defects or disclinations, as they were called by Frank [7],
can be divided into three types: the point disclinations, the linear disclinations and
two-dimensional disclinations or the walls [3, 8]. The point disclinations of molec-
ular sizes are attributed to the rotation of liquid crystal molecules along the long
and short axes with a precession and deviation of the long axes of molecules from
the vector-director direction by the magnitude of about one degree. The above
disclinations are not revealed in the textures. The linear disclinations are the most
common types of defects in liquid crystals determining the type of liquid crystal
textures. Neddle-type nematic textures and the schlieren textures of nematics and
smectics refer to this type of textures. Two-dimensional disclinations, i.e. confocal
and polygonal formations in polycrystalline textures, also define the type of the
observed textures.

A general theory of the disclinations was considered in Refs. [9, 10]. Different
aspects of disclinations and defect problems in liquid crystals were discussed in
Refs. [11-16]. 

The schlieren textures of lyotropic nematics were the subject of our investi-
gations. As in the schlieren textures the wedge-shaped disclinations are the most
prominent, we consider briefly a theory of the wedge-shaped disclinations.

Assume that the vector-director n of the nematic lies in the xy plane, while
a wedge-shaped disclination lies along the z-axis. Then, the expression for the
density of nematic free energy

where k 1 1 and k33 are the elastic constants of transverse and longitudinal bending,
respectively. Taking into account that the vector-director projections on the x, y
and z axes have the form

where O is the tilt angle of the vector-director to the x-axis, in a single-constant-
-approximation to the expression for the free energy density will be

Minimizing this functional by the solution of the Laplace equation, we obtain the
equilibrium condition formulated first by Frank [7]
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Transforming to a cylindrical coordinate system, converting the Cartesian
coordinates xyz to the cylindrical coordinate system rdz, taking into account that,
as it was mentioned above, the z-axis of spatially fixed system x yz is directed
perpendicularly to the nematic layer

Here θo is the initial angle of rotation of the vector-director, S is a disclination
of strength. The constant S is obtained from the condition of unambiguity of the
solution, namely, at the variation of the rotation tk of the vector-director n by 7r, the
same vector-director n should be obtained. As the nematic mesophase is unpolar,
then n = —n. Such a variation of rotation of . vector-director will correspond to the
variation of the polar angle α by 2π.

Theoretically, for the nematics with a point symmetry one can obtain discli-
nations with any strength: S = ±½±1±¾ , ... However, only the disclinations
with the strength: S =- ½+½ — 1, +l, were observed experimentally. The
disclinations of high strength (disclinations with great Frank indices) are of high
energy as they are proportional to the square of the Frank index. Therefore, the
high energy disclinations are unstable [7].

3. Results and discussion

As soon as the plane capillary was filled up with the liquid crystal, an un-
stable weak birefringent texture was observed both for Nc, and Ndmesophases.
For 30-60 minutes the gradual transformations of textures were observed. In this 
case, a birefringence of certain formations and the sizes of birefringent regions
increased. As a result, a stable texture not changing for a long time occurred in
hermetic samples. The occurrence of such a texture was attributed to the micellar
interactions and the interactions between micelles and orienting surfaces of the
plane capillaries. Due to a rather high viscosity of N, and Na mesophases, a stable
texture has appeared for a rather long period of time.

The schlieren textures of nematic mesophases observed at room temperature
in lyotropic systems investigated are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In the above figures
one can observe distinctly the systems of points and the beams of dark bands
emerging from these points. As seen in Figs. 2 and 3, one band of each pair is
more distinct than the other one which has a diffuse character. These bands are
attributed to linear .disclinations which are perpendicular to a liquid crystal layer.
In such bands a local optical axis of a liquid crystal was parallel or perpendicular
to the polarization plane of the incident light and therefore, the extinction was.
observed when using the crossed polarizers.

It is seen in Figs. 2 and 3 that two or four dark bands are emerging from
singular points of observed schlieren textures. This indicates the disclinations

•
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Fig. 2. Schlieren textures of lyotropic nematic mesophases based on tetradecyldimethyl
amino oxide. Magnification x 100, temperature 295 K, crossed polarizers; (a) nematic-
-calamitic mesophase; (b) nematic-discotic mesophase.

Fig. 3. Schlieren textures of lyotropic nematic mesophases based on tetradecyldimethyl
amino bromide. Magnification x100, temperature 295 K, crossed polarizers; (a) nematic-
-calamitic mesophase; (b) nematic-discotic mesophase.

strengths S =½, and S = 1, respectively. The disclination sign was determined by
optical mapping technique [3, 4] consisting in a comparative investigation of band
variation at the rotation of polarizers in a crossed position relative to the fixed
sample. Thus, at the rotation of the crossed polarizers the dark bands gradually
disappear indicating a gradual change of vector-director around the disclinations. 
For one and the same sample the direction of rotation of the dark bands emerging
from some singular points coincided with the direction of the crossed polarizers
rotation (positive disclinations), while for the other bands emerging from other
singular points the direction of rotation of bands was opposite to the direction of
crossed polarizers rotation (negative disclinations).

As seen from the comparison of Figs. 2 and 3, the schlieren textures of Nc, and
Nd mesophases are different. The peculiarity of schlieren textures in Nd mesophase
is the existence of inversion walls. These walls are nearly parallel dark (or light
versus the position of the crossed polarizers) lines connecting the wedge-shaped
disclinations [12, 18]. The above walls were perpendicular to the liquid crystal
layer and were the transition region between the planar orientation regions. On
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the inversion walls the molecules changed their orientation by π. However, as the
molecular orientation was changed by π at the intersection of the wall (Figs. 2
and 3), the strength of singularities localized in the inversion wall was S = ±1.
In this case, as a rule, in the center of the region limited by the dark bands the
birefringence value was considerably higher. Note that some inversion walls are
characterized by disclinations within themselves (Figs. 2a and 3a).

The peculiarity of schlieren textures of N c mesophase is the existence of
unstretched regions with a high birefringence and limited by the dark closed lines
(Figs. 2b and 3b). These closed lines are specific inversion walls. It should be
noted that some of them emerge from disclinations with S = ±1. The optical
investigations have shown that in most cases the above disclinations are the surface
disclinations. The inversion walls stretched from one supporting surface of the
plane capillary to another in this case. The point defects are also seen in Figs. 2b
and 3b. The optical strength of the observed point defects was S = ±1. In this
case, the estimations have shown that the tilt angle of micelles to the surface
can be positive and negative. The shift of supporting surfaces of plane capillaries
leads to disappearance of the point defects indicating their relation to supporting
surfaces.

Fig. 4. Scheme of molecular alignment in inversion walls.

The orientations of the vector-lines constructed in accordance with Figs. 2
and 3 are schematically shown in Fig. 4. The heavy lines denote the inversion wall
boundaries. A general variation of micellar orientation at the intersection of wall
is equal to π. The variation by π/2 was achieved in the wall center. This is shown
by the dashed line. In some singular points a distinct and diffuse bands changed
their position relative to a central line. The intersection points in this case are the
singularities with S = —1 and S = +1.
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